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Introduction 

 Body-cameras were and continue to be a hot topic for law enforcement officials and the 

media alike. In light of multiple police-involved brutality incidents over the past few years, 

funding was pledged by the likes of former president Barack Obama and the mayor of Los 

Angeles as well as urged by Hilary Clinton (Frazier, 2015). According to Frazier, two 

sociologists claimed that with the rise of body-camera footage, police will place the footage in 

view of the world and use it to authorize actions (2015). On the contrary, Taser, the largest 

manufacturer of body-cameras, “…describes the cameras as a means to keep ordinary citizens on 

the side of the police and as an insurance policy against costly police-misconduct lawsuits” 

(Frazier, 2015). 

History 

 Before 2014, the use of police-worn body-cameras was very low. According to a survey 

conducted by the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF), in 2013 approximately 75 percent 

of a sample of police departments reported that they did not use body-worn cameras (“Research 

on Body-Worn Cameras and Law Enforcement,” 2017). The turning point of police-worn body-

camera usage was on December 1, 2014. Amidst the protests of the death of Michael Brown in 

Ferguson, Missouri, President Barack Obama (president at the time) “…pledged $75 million in 

federal funds to help purchase 50,000 police body cameras” (Frazier, 2015). In addition, the 

mayor of Los Angeles took action and announced that the LAPD would receive an estimated 

7,000 cameras from Taser1 (Frazier, 2015). In April of 2014, there was another police-involved 

                                                           
1 According to Wikipedia, Taser (TASER International, Inc.) “is an American developer, manufacturer, and 
distributor of conduct electrical weapons, body worn cameras, and digital evidence management solutions based 
in Scottsdale, Arizona. Their products are mainly aimed at law enforcement and military. They created the AXON 
body-camera. 
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shooting that surged body-cameras further into the spotlight. It was the shooting of Freddie Gray 

that led Hillary Clinton to urge every police department in the United States to the follow the 

lead of the LAPD (Frazier, 2015). Frazier includes a statement in her article from Taser’s CEO 

saying that “body-camera sales have quadrupled over the past year (2014)” (2015). Frazier also 

includes a growth statistic, noting that “There are now 41,000 AXON cameras in use at 3,000 

police agencies nationwide” (2015). On September 21, 2015, Attorney General Loretta Lynch 

announced that $23.2 million in grants would be disbursed to local agencies “to expand the use 

of body-worn cameras and explore their impact” (“Police body camera use in the United 

States”). 

Potential Benefits 

 The potential benefits of police-worn body-cameras can be demonstrated by the findings 

of early users of body-cameras. Chief James Stewart of the Anderson, South Carolina Police 

Department stated that their department has had body-cameras since 2012 and that they have 

been used to deal with complaints, provide better prosecution and document police activity later 

used in “civil liability cases” (Marks, 2015). Potential benefits are highlighted by “low-key” 

usage, such as the Anderson PD, before the surge in popularity of body-cameras. In addition, 

body-cameras have the potential to “strengthen and enhance transparency and accountability in 

the police department” (Ferrarin, 2015). Ferrarin is referring to the police department of Elgin, 

Illinois, however, the aforementioned potential benefit can be logically generalized to police 

departments/sheriff offices across the United States. Not only may citizens benefit from body-

cameras, but officers may as well. Ferrarin includes a quote from Officer Thomas Coffield 

stating that “…the transparency that body cameras provide make me feel further protected from 

the possibility of false complaints” (2015). In addition to reassuring both citizen and officer, 
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body-cameras can help remove a lot of uncertainty in court rooms amongst the jury by painting a 

clearer picture of what may have happened in typical and complex situations (“Police 

Perspective: The Pros and Cons of Police Body Cameras,” Erstad, 2016). Erstad, notes that 

generally people behave when they know they are being watched (2016). Another potential 

benefit noted by Erstad is that videos recorded from a body-camera allows for self-evaluation 

and self-improvement by the officer (2016). 

Legal and Ethical Issues 

 In his article, Stanley poses a good ethical question. Officers shouldn’t be able to just 

switch on or off their body-cameras as they please, but how should that be implemented (2013, 

2015)? Ideally, the camera would record for the entirety of their shift to eliminate any abuse of 

the officer, however, that idea intersects with another ethical issue (Stanley, 2013, 2015). Privacy 

becomes a concern if body-cameras are recording non-stop through shift. The Police Executive 

Research Forum (PERF) pointed out that crime victims (especially victims of rape, abuse and 

other sensitive crimes), and witnesses worried about possible retaliation have all the more reason 

to desire the upholding of their privacy (Stanley, 2013, 2015). More privacy concerns arise over 

whether or not sensitive information recorded by a body-camera (ie. Social security numbers, 

dates of birth, addresses, etc.) will be sufficiently protected from misuse (Bakardjiev, 2016). 

Bakardjiev that a fear that video may be publicly released or abused for the purpose of personal 

gain is not unreasonable (2016). A legal issue concerning body cameras involves the 4th 

amendment rights of citizens. Welty notes that body-cameras alone “would be unlikely to form a 

Fourth Amendment mosaic2…” (2016).  Supplementarily, he notes that in addition to every other 

                                                           
2 According to Welty, “The mosaic theory of the Fourth Amendment is the idea that an accumulation of actions by 
law enforcement, none of which individually intrude upon a reasonable expectation of privacy, may together 
constitute a Fourth Amendment search.” 
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officer’s body-cameras, vehicle cameras, light and utility pole cameras, drones, and license plate 

readers, the body-camera may become part of a broad Fourth Amendment mosaic, implicating 

possible legal issues (Welty, 2016). 

Security Concerns 

 Storage of the large amount of data that would be inevitably recorded with the use of 

body-cameras is a huge security concern. According to Bakardjiev, police departments would 

have two main storage options (2016). Departments could either house data internally or utilize 

“external third-party cloud databases” (Bakardjiev, 2016). Both options, however, are vulnerable 

to potential hackers, failed servers and/or unauthorized video sharing (Bakardjiev, 2016). 

Bakardjiev notes that third-party storage systems could potentially lead to abuses because of the 

means to access video remotely and privately (2016). This kind of abuse leads to concerns of 

privacy and security regarding sensitive personal information recorded on body-camera footage 

(Bakardjiev, 2016). Stanley writes that “good technological controls” should be in place to 

prevent any issues with privacy/security (2013, 2015). He states that controls should be in place 

to ensure that no parts of the video footage can be destroyed, that any time video records are 

accessed, it is automatically recorded, that controls be in place so that copies cannot be generated 

and that if all data is handled by a third-party service, it is secured so that the third-party cannot 

access the video (Stanley, 2013, 2015). 

Further Research 

 Further research has been suggested so that future features of body-cameras may include 

automatic video recording enabled by certain triggers such as noise level, spiked heart rate of the 

equipped officer, or facial and voice recognition capabilities (Bakardjiev, 2016). Stanley also 
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suggests that automated triggers be enabled on body-cameras similar to those of dashcams which 

are often activated simultaneously with the lights or sirens (2013, 2015). In addition to the 

possible automation of recording, further research should be sought in order to deal with the 

potential issue of mass amounts of data storage and the security issues that come along with it. 

Furthermore, data storage and security also incorporates issues of department budgets and/or 

grants and funding. 

Conclusion 

 The rising popularity and favor of police-worn body-cameras brings to light multiple 

issues involving the use of them. Among these are the legal and ethical issues including possible 

fourth amendment violations, concerns of privacy, and concerns of one’s own being and 

belongings. Additionally, issues arise concerning storage and security of the estimated mass 

amounts of footage collected through the use of body-cameras. Police-worn body-cameras may 

be the start of a brilliant solution to a number of social issues concerning police-involved 

brutality/shooting incidents, however, much further research is necessary before this solution 

lives up to the potential many academics argue that it can reach. 
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